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BD 0641

received 27.10.1938

Prediction ....
Destruction of God's Word and Scriptures ....
Prayer ....
Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My Word shall remain forever. And
anyone who believes in this Word will never ever die, for everything that
belongs to Me has eternal life .... And yet you will have to struggle and
ﬁght for this Word of Mine. You are approaching a time which will demand
utmost responsibili from you, you will have to demonstrate that you are
living creations of the Dei and not the children of evil. And if you produce
this evidence you will be blessed for all times. My Own will have to ﬁght
and must indeed very much defend themselves against the enemy, for all
earthly powers will oppose that which came forth from the eternal Dei
and will not shy away from any means to achieve its complete annihilation.
Yet even during the darkest night the light will shine for all those of you
who hold on to My Word, and you will be able to take the path without
worry of going astray.
And thus listen: Wherever the world intends to work against Me that
is where I prepare the counter-oﬀensive, and this will make the earthly
power's resolve waver, for it will suddenly behold the Lord's avenging
hand in the sky. And this will only show itself a er their regulations and
laws attempt to utterly eradicate My teaching .... thus, when it is clearly
recognisable that the teaching of Christ may no longer be oﬀered to people
.... Only then will I intervene in order to safeguard My ﬁghters who are
working for Me from the worst danger at the same time. So wait for this
time calmly and conﬁdently; when the need is greatest I will stand by
your side with My help and will certainly know how to stop the host of
My ﬁghters from becoming dispersed or destroyed. Everything is subject
to Me, in heaven and on earth .... Oh, what folly it is to oppose Me! ....
And if they don't believe in My might then it must be visibly proven to
them. You should use your power on earth truly wisely for the glory of
God and your own salvation of soul and not try to establish a kingdom
on purely earthly desires and advantages which can only be described as
a kingdom of Babel if you overestimate your own power and, with total
lack of responsibili towards the divine Creator, believe yourselves able
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to issue instructions which oppose the Lord's will .... At the moment it is
still le up to individual people to deal with this issue, which is decisive
for eterni , in their hearts .... But soon you will be given guidelines as to
how you ought to be thinking .... e world and its representatives will
endeavour to curtail all knowledge about the teaching of Christ .... It will
be most strictly demanded that the still existing documents and Scriptures
must be handed in, and people who won't let go of My Word will suﬀer
serious inner conﬂicts .... And then I will remember them in their adversi
....
Anyone who wants to keep Me in his heart will never be abandoned
and earthly authorities will not be able to touch him, for My power is
greater than theirs. e instigation of the world which concerns the total
destruction of God's teaching will be recognisable both in its consequences
as well as in its defeats, for at ﬁrst I will allow it to happen in order to draw
everyone's attention to it .... Only when the eﬀort is clearly identiﬁable,
when no more doubts regarding the seriousness of such plans exist and
when the distress of My Own is greatest will I reveal Myself and stretch
out My hand in judgment against the deniers of My Word, and when this
hour has come you, who are faithful to Me, will realise that you are visibly
guided by the Father's hand. Regardless of what the world imposes on
you, you should only ever look up to Me and in ﬁrm trust of rescue from
adversi look for My spirit .... which will equip you with strength to resist
and will never ever let you move towards ruin. In order to protect your
soul from danger I will constantly work in the midst of you as a sign of My
presence ....
Amen
Let the heavenly Father's Words gently end in a prayer, which all of you
should send up to Him whenever you suﬀer adversities:
Let Your peace be with Me .... my dearest heavenly Father .... Give me
strength to ﬁght down here .... and forti my will. Grant me Your grace at
all times .... show me the right path to go .... Let me always and without
hesitation be of service in honour of You .... And when I come upon
diﬃculties let my faith grow even stronger .... Hold on with Your love to
me, your weak earthly child .... Help me to ﬁnd My Saviour through the
ﬂurry of the world. Protect and look a er me .... always and forever ....
Amen

BD 0641
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received 30.10.1938

People without suﬀering ....
Suﬀering is love ....
ose of you who long for it in your heart shall always hear My voice.
Behold, My child, your life on earth is indeed a constant struggle and has
to remain so until the end of your life, for this will uphold your strength of
will; were you to ﬁnd complete fulﬁlment of your wishes on earth already
you would slow down in your endeavour to reach Me, and therein you
can always ﬁnd the explanation for days and hours which weigh heavy on
your mind. Nevertheless, My love is close to you and protects your soul
from being harmed. e state of constant satisfaction on earth is extremely
perilous for the soul .... and My love wants to avert such danger from you
and nurture ever greater spiritual activi and longing for Me in you, for
this is the true driving force for the spiritual work of improving yourself
.... And I Am always close to all of you, but you o en fail to recognise Me
and do not look for Me nor listen within yourselves, where I aﬀectionately
speak to you .... Just persevere and don't let your longing for Me diminish,
then I will take complete possession of you and give you blissful peace one
day, when you have victoriously overcome the battle of life.
And thus let Me tell your heart the following: To taste of unmixed rapture
here Is never to a mortal given* .... is frequently used saying describes
the state of suﬀering on earth in a nutshell, and anyone who enjoys many
pleasures in earthly life is truly not considered by the heavenly Father's
love. He can only ever speak of true Fatherly love if he also gets to feel the
Father's strictness .... unless he so willingly gives himself to the heavenly
Father that the Lord has already blessed him in earthly life. Yet anyone who
is loved by the Father will also have to puri his nature through the ﬁre
of love or through suﬀering .... If his heart is willing to love and ready to
lend a hand then the suﬀering will not depress him, in his anguish he will
even look up more to the heavenly Father and become pure love in earthly
life. Yet anyone who is spared suﬀering is indescribably poor on earth, and
this as a result of his own fault .... He did not love his fellow human beings
and therefore will not receive the same from the Father either. His earthly
life of undisturbed enjoyment and untroubled days will indeed be far more
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agreeable to him, yet the state of his soul is lifeless and agonising beyond
words ....
His alienation from the Father's heart will noticeably express itself in the
fact that all his thoughts and wishes only apply to his greedy striving for
earthly pleasures, for due to his heartless nature he becomes subject to the
power of adverse forces, turns towards them increasingly more and will be
drawn by this power into the whirlpool of the world with all its temptations,
glamour and sensuali . is is why you should never envy people who are
apparently well-oﬀ in earthly life .... their life is so unproductive .... ey
gather nothing for eterni , do nothing for their soul .... yet everything for
their downfall and spiritual death. And earthly life is short but life in the
beyond is inﬁnitely long .... they have forfeited much and received little on
earth and are poorer than the poorest people on earth who have to endure
suﬀering and troubled days. e more lovingly active you are on earth the
more you will also be fraught with suﬀering .... your own and even more
so your fellow human being's suﬀering, for a loving heart also feels his
loved-ones pain .... Yet all suﬀering is love again .... your heavenly Father's
tender love Who thereby wants to make you worthy of His presence and
the heavenly paradise .... And if you are in a position of suﬀering then you
should know that you are also loved by Me .... know, that you then should
take only your Saviour ever more into your heart so that all your suﬀering
will be changed into blessings ....
Amen

BD 0659

received 09.11.1938

Even suﬀering is grace ....
`Father, Your will be done ....'
Abide by your inner voice which will always remind you to do what is right,
and remember that the Father will in fact instruct His child correctly if
only it wants to hear it. For there is a far greater possibili that an orderly
accomplishment of the work will no longer be possible, but all means will
nevertheless be at your disposal, and therefore you should not worry about
obstacles which the Lord will be able to remove time and again if it is
conducive to the work He wants to be done.

BD 0659
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And now draw closer and receive our message: What can possibly happen
to you humans if the Lord keeps His protective hand over you .... He
will protect your body and soul from being harmed, He will guide you
according to His will, and whatever is inﬂicted on you for the purpose
of overcoming it only serves to beneﬁt your soul. erefore, don't worry,
and submit yourselves to your heavenly Father's guidance with complete
conﬁdence. Everything on earth has its purpose; no human being knows
the eternal Dei 's plans and therefore cannot easily recognise how well
and wisely everything has been arranged for people's beneﬁt. His severi ,
which people o en consider cruel, is always just a loving means in order
to oﬀer you something incomparably more magniﬁcent one day. And
since you do not voluntarily want to make yourselves worthy of it, it is
the Lord's will to lead you by way of suﬀering and sorrow to the path
which makes these glories accessible to you. One day you will realise it
and wholeheartedly thank the Father for every reprimand in earthly life.
People on earth constantly receive God's grace and even suﬀering is grace
.... which is still incomprehensible to you humans. But if you completely
entrust yourselves to the Lord you soon will feel the blessing of suﬀering
on yourselves, you will realise how inﬁnitely lovingly you are being guided
by the Fatherly hand so that such suﬀering will have a favourable eﬀect
on you even in earthly life, however, the beneﬁt on your soul's life will
be incomparable. And therefore meet everything the Father sends to you
with complete submission, consider that not one sparrow shall fall on the
ground without your Father's will, and that everything he sends to you
is only an expression of His will and mercy, the full extent of which you
can only comprehend when you have become perfect. For at the moment
you are still incapable of judging what is helpful to you or what is to your
disadvantage, you must only ever devoutly sacriﬁce your will to your Father
in heaven and in all suﬀering and sorrow pray to Him in your heart ....
`Father, Your will be done ....' en you will also always be comforted ....
Amen
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received 11.11.1938

e eternal Trini ....
Always be aware of the great blessing you receive and always remain
willing to carry out the task given to you, and the Lord will bless you.
e message you receive today is intended to brieﬂy explain the eternal
Trini to you. is is a problem you humans ﬁnd diﬃcult and yet it is so
very easy to understand, for only the Dei is everything in one Person.
It unites wisdom, love and strength of will within Itself. Whenever a
Trini is spoken of, it is always just the quintessence of love as the Father,
of wisdom as the Son and of will as the Holy Spirit. For the Father's love
brought everything into existence .... God's wisdom subsequently put every
creation into its rightful place and allocated their tasks .... and the spirit of
will animates everything and assures its existence ....
Only in this way, that everything is united within the one eternally unchanging Dei because God is forever the quintessence of love, wisdom
and might, can the most comprehensible solution to the problem be found,
but people o en came to the wrong conclusion and, as a result, gave the
misguided explanation of three deities. e living relationship of the child
with the Father makes it easy to ﬁnd the right explanation that God is
everything in One and that no separation whatsoever is possible .... that
therefore everything also has to unite itself in God. People's limited intellectual capaci also tried to apply human limitations to the eternal Dei
and imagined an enti which was intended to represent the Eternally-Divine, and this in line with their own opinions and concepts.
Any personiﬁcation of God is a wrong concept .... for a Being Which unites
everything within Itself and Which is incomprehensible in Its abundance
of light and strength cannot ﬁnd expression in one person. But to enable
people to form a mental concept this eternal Dei embodied Itself in a
human being, so that they are indeed able to conceive an outer appearance
of what became comprehensible to humani as the Son of God. Love and
wisdom, will and omnipotence were also united within this Son of God,
and again nothing was separated from each other.
rough Jesus'death on the cross the power of death was broken .... that
is, it now became possible for people to conquer evil by using their will ....

BD 0662
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Will became strength at the same time, and from this time on the willing
person on earth also received God's strength to turn his will into action
and thereby release himself. is strength of the Holy Spirit in turn is an
emanation of the all-embracing Dei again, yet it is never a person in
itself .... Intending to ascertain this kind of problem intellectually would
only ever lead to ever greater misconception, for you humans have devised
something that is far too human and comes nowhere near the truth if you
try to imagine the Dei in triple form ....
Amen

BD 0665

received 13.11.1938

Abuse of power ....
Anyone who is given authori on Earth shall administer his oﬃce wisely,
for My will gave him the power which he should now use according to My
will. People o en place great value on exercising the latter with as much
pomp as possible and forget in the process that the plenitude of power
by no means rests in this and that they can be relieved of it at any time.
Acting in opposition to My will is always a dissent against the One Who
appointed them to this oﬃce of judge. And if whole circles unite to commit
adverse deeds, the guilt of the ruling powers grows exponentially and every
pressure exerted by them will result in enormous responsibili . Let Me tell
you: e days of anyone who rules in the world to humani 's horror are
counted, and whoever believes himself to have sole right of existence on
Earth is very much mistaken. It is not you but I Who have placed people
into this world so that every soul shall mature during the course of its life,
and that which is your share you should also allow the other person; don't
let countless people fall prey to great misery but prove yourselves with
them. I Myself put right where it is needed, and My judging hand is just.
You should never consider yourselves entitled to throw the whole world
into turmoil .... you should by no means exert your authori with pressure
but act as wise and charitable judges, so that one day your actions will be
rewarded leniently and wisely, because .... judge not, so that you will not be
judged.
Your actions on earth have such appalling eﬀects in the beyond that you,
if you knew the fate that awaits you, would be so horriﬁed that you would
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be incapable of living. Do not forget My love and mercy which gives itself
to all beings on earth .... I alone have the power on Earth and in Heaven,
I will know how to punish those who so exceed My laws that fear, misery
and horror are the consequences of their orders. e Last Judgment will
aﬀect everyone, regardless of where they come from, and then it will show
who walked his earthly path righteously and who refused to recognise and
follow My will. For all power is given to Me in Heaven and on Earth ....
e human race will be seized by terror and those who disregarded My will
shall then be stricken, and I will severely punish those who so opposed Me
and in heartlessness and injustice do as they please on earth. Try to reform
people, then you will exercise the judicial oﬃce according to My meaning,
and not that you impose inhumanly cruel punishments on them which
will never be a blessing for you, neither in this nor in the other world.
For your action is merely revenge and retribution but not a just exercise
of your power. You incessantly only consider how you can increase your
authori and don't shy away from using means which dishonour you, and
thus you will never be able to ﬁnd mercy before My eyes, for your activi is
sinful and detestable. You certainly appear to beneﬁt humani 's physical
well-being, yet your soul will perish in profound darkness if the driving
force of your conduct is not love and compassion, and thus the misery of
people you oppress will fall back on you a thousand fold, for I indeed gave
you the power but not the right to abuse it for acts of violence which are far
beyond My will ....
Amen

BD 0671

received 16.11.1938

Worthlessness and transience of earthly possessions ....
e greatest problem in this present time is the seizing of earthly possessions. It is truly growing in a frightening way and inﬁnitely long times will
pass by until the consequences of such projects are cancelled out again ....
Intervening in public life is only possible to a limited extent, for countless
followers of mammon might take advantage of this again by unlawfully
trying to acquire what God's mercy wants to take away from the human being for the sake of his soul's salvation. For earthly goods must exist in order

BD 0671
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to test the human being's strength and to divert their will and craving from
it, for only the voluntary rejection of such enticing stimuli can cause the
soul's separation from matter. If therefore the arm of God reached out to all
owners, taking or destroying their possessions by force, then this spiritual
level would never ever be reached through a deliberate voluntary rejection,
and for that reason all temptations for the soul need to remain in the world,
to enable the human being to rise above himself and to detach himself from
the longing for whatever the world has to oﬀer. If, therefore, people strive
for money and goods in such frightful way that they only consider this but
never their soul's salvation, then a time like this also poses a terrible danger
for the human race, and only the Lord can counter this danger by making
people aware of the transience of all earthly possessions through natural
disasters, ailments or other events which reduce all possessions and more
or less disintegrate them completely, without having been touched by any
other hand, so that the incentive for sin will diminish and people can easily
recognise the Originator of their supposed damage.
It certainly makes sense to think about it when the intervention of a
higher Power is so very distinctly perceptible. at which the human being
believes himself to own with absolute certain and which he anxiously
wants to protect from the world and his fellow human beings has to be
shaken time and again. For this need for sole ownership is detestable before
God .... Anyone who willingly shares his worldly goods with his neighbour
if he owns only little .... anyone who uses his surplus to support the poor,
his goods fulﬁl their true purpose and will be protected for the person, yes
indeed, even be increased .... And a person need never fear to experience
great hardship if he always makes an eﬀort to alleviate the hardship of
the poor .... For the measure you give will be the measure you receive ....
Someone who always thinks of himself and his good living standard ﬁrst
has to be prepared, for the Lord will make His presence felt and take hold of
him where he is most sensitive .... by losing his worldly goods and putting
his supposedly good living standard into question, and only then will the
soul have to prove itself by ﬁnding its way out of the physical hardship
and doing everything on its part to live a pleasing life before the Lord and
to strive for spiritual possessions. Money and possessions certainly signi
power on earth but not in eterni .... Everything will be null and void
there, the souls of those who regarded power and wealth as their God will
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exist in a very lowly state, while those who were disinclined to worldly
goods and recognised their worthlessness will be placed into an elevated
position ....
Amen
received 26.11.1938

BD 0685
Wolf in sheep's clothing ....
Forerunner of the Lord before His return ....

e adversary has an easy time when he moves about in disguise like a
wolf in sheep's clothing fascinating the people with his looks and words.
He will use every opportuni to cause damage to humani . Anyone who
falls victim to the claws of the wolf will be mercilessly torn to shreds a er
he has gained power over the soul.
erefore let Me tell you: you will recognise him who walks across the
earth with the ﬁery sword of his tongue .... No one will doubt his word as
it will be divine and an emanation of God's deepest love. But do not search
for him in splendour and magniﬁcence; his name is humble .... unknown
.... although he calls himself John his mortal body does not present the
appearance that graces him spiritually. He walks amongst you and teaches
by word and deed and will be a forerunner of the Lord before His return to
earth. us his word will testi to the love of God wherever he is, and he
will awaken in the hearts of humani a deep longing for truth and light.
Do not believe the voices of the present time which intend to mislead you,
which intend to dull your senses for the good and noble .... leave them be
and only hold on to what the Lord sends to you from above; because the
inclination of the adversary turns towards the world and not away from it
towards the eternal Dei .
Whoever listens to John's words will hear the Lord's Words directly and his
spirit will proclaim the true salvation. And whoever hears him is completely
convinced by his words. He comes in the light of truth, nothing worldly
will adhere to him. e country that shelters him, however, is blessed by
his presence .... When he appears the hour of judgment is not far .... he
will accept all suﬀering with patience and only hear the voice of the Lord.
Remember these words when he is apprehended to seal his fate on earth ....

BD 0685
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However, you humans will never be able to prevent God's advocate from
carrying out what he has taken upon himself for the sake of humani . You
will never be powerful enough to ﬁght against him without punishment ....
Yet his eyes will rest upon you, who want to hurt him, with gentleness ....
for his love and patience include all those whose hearts oppose him .... And
he will win many for himself because the strength of his words and his love
are great. And the world will suﬀer a loss .... e souls will be divided into
those, who recognise him as their saviour from deepest distress and those,
whose only share is the world. And their end will be the death of their body
and soul ....
And thus you are given light to see the deeds of those who ask to descend,
who shy away from all light from above and strive to extinguish it so that
the adversary can seize the souls during darkness. ose of you who ask
for light shall receive light, the Lord will not let you suﬀer in darkness and
He will protect you from snatching wolves who sneak amongst His ﬂock in
disguise and strive to cause confusion. Read His Word and notice the ﬁrst
signs of the confusion .... And whoever has ears to hear shall listen: Not
the world will bring you peace but only He, Whose kingdom is not of this
world. And His peace will be an eternal peace and nothing in the world can
destroy it and yet it will also extend across the world .... across those people
who hear the Word of God from the mouth of a pure disciple of Jesus ....
whose love wants to help people and who proclaims to them God's eternal
love .... He will bring peace to all people of good will ....
Amen

BD 0687

received 27.11.1938

Blessing of ill health and suﬀering ....
e state of suﬀering o en obliges a person to take a closer look at his whole
life on earth, and this is both beneﬁcial for the soul as well as very o en
favourable for the body, since the human being, in recognition of his wrong
thoughts and behaviour, will frequently endeavour to change his nature.
is can also have a positive eﬀect on his body in so far as that a decent way
of life can considerably contribute towards maintaining a healthy body or
curing a sick one.
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e body o en has to be aﬄicted by illness or inﬁrmi , precisely in order
to make the person realise that his conduct had completely contravened
God's order .... For all reprimands and warnings sent to people by the
Lord won't achieve what ill health can o en bring about. e human being
has no option but to turn away from the world and its pleasures and see
earthly life in a completely diﬀerent light .... He sees the body's frail and
helplessness, and his personal sense of weakness, his inabili to escape this
condition, will automatically direct his thoughts towards spiritual issues.
He will then be far more inclined to deal with problems which are far from
a healthy person's mind, and such thoughts can induce a change if he does
not oppose them, and thus the spiritual beings can start with the work on
such a person's soul by inﬂuencing him ever more into asking questions,
which will then be answered by the spiritual beings in the form of bright
ideas, and thus he is gradually guided into a spiritual sphere which he ﬁnds
agreeable and which internalises him. To come to the same realisation
within the commotion of the world would have taken him a very long
time, which would have passed in vain for the soul .... this way, however, a
short time can suﬃce and advance him considerably. And thus, suﬀering
should not make a person unhappy, instead it should equally be regarded
as a demonstration of the eternal Dei 's love, which the human being
will soon understand if he, through suﬀering, has taken the right path and
subsequently can move on by actively working for the salvation of his soul
....
Amen

BD 0694

received 01.12.1938

Prediction of a devastating event ....
It is very beneﬁcial for all of you to read the words of the Bible, and you
will realise that the Lord in His time has announced His coming. e
forthcoming divine Judgment is not the Lord's will but solely the will of
humani , which endeavours towards an almost complete separation from
faith which will result in descending further into spiritual darkness. Purely
to put an end to these goings-on and to save what has not yet been entirely
taken in by the night, the Lord will fulﬁl His Word .... For His spirit

BD 0694
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foresaw the present as well as the approaching time, and in His kindness
and gentleness the Lord has le no stone unturned in order to be able to
prevent the divine Judgment. Everyone presently living on earth will be
informed of it beforehand and able to avert the judgment from himself,
insofar as that he will be protected from every danger by the Father's
invisible hand, if only he trustingly turns to Him and thus acknowledges
His power and love .... e many events preceding this in order to wake
people up will also show you that the time is close at hand.
is time will not pass any person by without a trace, and there will
be many signs which are intended to arouse people from their spiritual
lethargy and draw their attention to the visible intervention of an eternal
Dei . And the adversary will have his hand in everything and inﬂuence
people everywhere to listen only to the thoughts and words of the world
and to reject everything spiritual, for in their dominance and arrogance
people are so convinced of their own strength and power that, by necessi ,
the evidence of their own weakness and inadequacy has to be demonstrated
to them through misfortunes which human hands are unable to prevent. At
ﬁrst they will certainly accept such strokes of fate without experiencing any
particular eﬀect to their thinking .... Yet the events will happen increasingly
more o en and even make arrogant people inwardly tremble as they realise
their vulnerabili . And one such event is being prepared by the Lord ....
He will intervene in people's arbitrary activi of injustice and perceptibly
express His will to them .... is time will numb all emotional souls, for
the scale of the event will be too powerful as to be considered coincidental.
And in case of the event repeating itself many people will wake up from
their sleep and prefer the dawning day to the darkness of spirit .... and
to preach the Word of God will be the rewarding task of God's servants
on earth, for nothing in the world happens without consideration ....
Nothing is hidden from the Creator's knowledge, and thus the Lord's
visible intervention will not be without purpose and meaning for many
people, but His intervention will be recognised as the helpful hand of the
Heavenly Father which everyone should be willing to grasp. For the time
is near of which it is written in Word and Scripture ....
Amen
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BD 0703
Earth's state of peace depends on spiritual attitude ....

e peace which one day shall make the people on earth very happy is
still far out of sight. Too many demons are still interfering in world events
and ﬁnd too much cover behind people's spiritual attitude; consequently,
a turning point in earthly life will only become apparent when humani 's
mentali turns more towards spiritual experience .... e promises of the
Lord will therefore only apply on earth when the earthly children's faith in
Him comes alive in their hearts. Everything of a spiritual nature does not,
in a manner of speaking, walk with the world but next to the world .... Only
one or the other can dominate a person entirely, and the world will lose to
the same extent as faith wins. When the spirit tilts the balance in its favour
then peace will bring joy to the world and all earthly hardship will come
to an end. Yet humani 's yearning is still far removed from this. Worldly
desire keeps a ﬁrm hold on them, sacriﬁces will always only be made for this,
and almost all interests merely apply to temporal joys. e broad, passable
path, which leads to the soul's downfall and into disaster, is preferred to the
narrow path, which is indeed full of thorns but it will lead to the goal with
certain .... to eternal life in all splendour and glory. And as long as people's
intentions and thoughts don't change, as long as their thinking does not
become deeper and more internalised, world events cannot change either,
because they shape them themselves through their will. For as long as their
love purely concerns their bodily satisfaction, they will draw their strength
for their endeavour from the materialistic spirit world, and this can only
result in an increase of all secular cravings and never a decrease of the same.
On the other hand, the strength for good will grow tremendously if people
do not apply their love to themselves but to their fellow human beings
and therefore to the all-retaining Creator again .... Any support which now
ﬂows to people is beneﬁcial spiritual strength, which will always result in
the desire for the spirit and an assured spiritualisation of human thinking.
Hence people themselves will reshape world events and are therefore the
bearers of the spirit of peace if they undermine their inclination towards the
world and seek fulﬁlment in spiritual experience and perfection. en a
peaceful state will bring joy to the world .... there will neither be discord nor
envy among the nations .... No-one will try to curtail the other's wealth but
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always share with him, and a life of love among each other will help people
to attain highest spiritual maturi . For the world is part of the dark power
.... Anyone who desires it also hands himself over to this power, yet he
who detests it will be seized by the blessed spiritual world and, continually
receiving strength, can entrust himself to it. And so a state of peace will
make those earthly children exceedingly happy who have utterly discarded
their longing for the world and completely turned towards the spirit. Yet
only the one who has recognised this can participate in the co-operation of
bringing eternal peace to earth.
Amen

BD 0704

received 09.12.1938

Fulﬁlment of the Scripture ....
Eruptions ....
Ocean and mainland ....
ose who see their Father in Me are well protected in My care. And so,
My child, hear the Words of the Gospel .... Blessed are those who love Me
and hear My Words .... for I Am the way, the truth and the life. And if you
are being nourished by My Word, you will have gained all possessions of
the eternal life. For this reason it is of utmost importance that you listen
to everything I proclaim to you, for there are many who dare to drown out
My Word.
However, in view of the spiritual situation it is necessary to teach My Word
time and time again, because you have no idea how poor you are if I don't
impart spiritual wealth upon you. You would have to go extremely hungry
and the soul's adversi would be indescribable. But refreshed by My Word
you are strong enough to resist all hostili . And so I want to inform you
that the ﬁrst signs of My will are beginning to appear and that people are
accepting My Word in all places. No event is in the slightest coincidental;
instead, it is entirely arranged by My will and My omnipotence .... And the
core of Earth is incessantly active within itself and will produce eruptions of
huge proportions, so that you will be in utmost danger of losing your life if
you don't keep Me in mind .... e more humbly you humans accept what
I unleash upon you, the more mercy I will show you .... I only want your
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love, and if you oﬀer it to Me, you will be saved for time and eterni . us
wait a little while longer and pay attention to My Words that the Scripture
will fulﬁl itself to the very last letter, for what the Lord proclaims is truly
irrevocable .... Pay attention to the happenings in the oceans and how the
mainland fares .... Take notice of the sun and all elements of nature .... Keep
the Creator in mind, and become humble when you look at yourselves and
how inﬁnitely tiny you are in this work of Creation .... And then consider
the Creator's greater than great love for His living creations and that He,
in His love, uses all means which contribute towards regaining your souls.
Once you have pondered this in your heart, look up to Him and appeal for
His mercy .... and you shall be saved from all danger of body and soul. And
this happens through My Word which points out the time of terror to you
and at the same time assures you that I will always remember My Own.
And so let go of all sorrow and faithfully hand yourselves over to the Father
in Heaven, He alone holds your life in His hand, He will let you keep it if
you ask Him for it ....
Amen

BD 0716

received 19.12.1938

Passing through each form is necessary ....
(Microcosm?)
Your friends from the other side lovingly turn towards you to fulﬁl your
desire, and thus receive:
e world as such has only one purpose, namely, to lead the many living
beings, who are carriers of spiritual substances, towards higher development, which can only take place in an environment where all manner of
conﬂicts occur, of which the world oﬀers an adequate amount. Be it on
earth or on the many other celestial bodies, living beings everywhere have
to face unforeseeable diﬃculties and need all their strength to overcome
them. However, such strength is present in every living being, since every
living being receives strength to exist in the ﬁrst place. Further development therefore always depends on how this strength within the living being
is utilised. at means, the sooner any activi incumbent upon the living
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being is carried out, the faster the spiritual intelligence is released from its
surrounding form and the next stage of development can begin.
Now it is possible to ask, which form guarantees the fastest development
for living beings .... And the answer to this question can only be that it is
vital to pass through every form .... and that a limit can only be set where the
uniﬁcation of innumerable small particles of soul result in one whole, when
all substances of soul are present to give life to the ﬁnal embodiment .... the
form of the human being. e most subtle movement in the human being,
the gentlest emotion is only due to the ﬁnely tuned soul, which in turn is
composed of even more subtle particles of soul. ese are a most important
requirement in the construction of the whole as they, in turn, guarantee
the completed soul the most delicate emotions and perceptions for the
smallest miracles of creation by divine love. If these tiniest of components
did not exist the human being would not understand current and future
miracles of creation .... he simply would not be able to see something that
is not already alive within himself .... he must have everything that exists
in creation as the smallest components within himself .... that is, every
substance must be a part of his soul, only then can he also observe what is
outside of himself.
is instruction in turn raises the question as to what kind of components
the small living beings consist of, and this is easy to explain: they all carry
substances of yet smaller living beings within themselves but accordingly
can only instinctively feel what has already progressed further in evolution,
yet at the same time they control what already exists in these living beings
as substance. Knowledge of this important information in the doctrine of
creation is of greatest advantage for the human being because from this
he will learn to understand the complex composition of human nature ....
On the basis of this fact he can judge that the human being is indeed the
crest of divine creation, so to speak .... that he, i.e. his soul, is so delicately
constructed within himself, that it is impossible for such a work of art to
have been produced by a wise Creator merely for the duration of earthly
life, because everything he sees in nature, be it in the region of mineral,
plant or animal life, exists in atoms within himself.
e human being
incorporates the whole work of creation in miniature within himself.
erefore, he also has to overcome within himself the opposition that
approaches him from outside .... from the world .... which means that
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countless external dangers motivate the human being into strongest resistance .... while likewise the spiritual atmosphere is stimulated by the
continuous resistance and permanent struggle of the diﬀerent substances
of soul and only can become stronger and the soul open to higher truths
of light in this way. Just as every living being, even the smallest, has to
perform a speciﬁc task so has the human being, as the carrier of all these
substances. And this task consists ﬁrst and foremost of spiritualising all
substances of soul that are still in harmful opposition to their real task, who
would still prefer to perform the earthly task which is their nature due to
their past earthly du in an earlier form. For this reason the human being
has to ﬁght against many faults, mistakes and bad habits since the character of the substances bound in the soul repeatedly comes through and
would like to seduce the ﬂesh, the earthly cover, into compliance, which
should be strongly resisted during earthly life. And only in this way can it
be understood that the human being has an extraordinary responsibili
during earthly life; that there must be a continuous struggle to triumph at
the end of the day truly spiritualised as victor against all dangers and to
have resisted all temptation. A er all, how o en indeed is the spirit willing
but the ﬂesh weak ....
Amen

BD 0718

received 22.12.1938

Willingness to transcribe ....
Receiving the living Word ....
Authentici ....
Inﬁnite wisdoms are given by the Lord to those who are faithful to him.
It o en takes years before a child that is willing to transcribe oﬀers its
services to the Heavenly Father again and this also explains why such
scripts remained incomplete for so long and that only the willing devotion
of a new scribe made the imparting of new spiritual knowledge possible.
e will was good, and thus ensued a work which was pleasing to the
Lord, for it expresses His spirit and His love just as clearly, even though the
wording has diﬀerent characteristics. Anyone who understands the right
meaning also recognises the Lord and attaches no importance to the s le
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of writing as such, yet it is also advisable to exercise the same care in the
assessment of spiritual issues .... It always has to be remembered that many
a person indeed believes himself to be called and yet does not possess the
necessary qualiﬁcations for such an important task .... to only devotedly
and truthfully want to fulﬁl the Lord's will. Anyone who makes every eﬀort
to strive only for that will also be welcomed by the Lord as a servant.
Receiving the living Word is a responsibili in itself for the servant too.
He must constantly check himself as to whether his will is totally subject to
divine will .... he must accept the spiritual knowledge without resistance,
make no personal judgment whatsoever while he is receiving it, and keep
everything away from his heart which might weaken the spiritual power
.... he must keep his heart pure and make himself worthy of a personal
relationship with the Lord .... only then will he directly receive the Lord's
love in the form of His Word, and only then will he be able to be completely
convinced of the truth of what he had received and transcribed.
e sentence structure of whatever the Lord gave to humani was, at all
times, so worded that it combined profound meaning with intelligibili
.... so that everyone looking for truth and being lovingly active could
recognise it .... Anyone who has diﬀerent motives for wanting to investigate
the authentici of God's Word and His revelations will hardly be able
to ﬁnd clariﬁcation as to what extent the scripts are of divine origin. For
whoever endeavours to live in His spirit, whoever truly wants to be of
service to Him and humani will never again need to fear the spirit of lies,
for his aim and striving solely applies to the Lord, and therefore the Lord
will also protect their work and will not allow it to become detrimental to
humankind. Hence, anyone who strives to remain subject to the Lord's will
has also the best guarantee of remaining in truth, and therefore only the
spirit which rests within the Word will be crucial and not the wording by
itself .... Anyone who therefore lives in love for the Lord will also recognise
the Lord if He reveals Himself through a human mouth or in writing.
Only ever pay attention to what your heart reveals to you .... whether the
received Word kindles or enlivens your heart or whether it leaves you dull
and indiﬀerent and makes no impression on you. Your heart will always
tell you what is lie and what is truth .... if you look for and desire truth.
And don't worry that the Father will let you fall prey to error, He is, a er
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all, Truth Himself and always wants to give to people and therefore would
not allow the God-loving earnest seeker to go astray ....
Amen

BD 0720

received 24.12.1938

Serious admonition ....
(Discord and unkindness ....)
Where discord dwells inside a heart I Am unable to enter, for the master
of the house is not prepared for My arrival. And thus I advise you to
puri your heart ﬁrst and banish all feelings of unkindness from it, for this
contains the seed of evil. You must make a serious eﬀort to comply with
My admonitions if you want to be granted the grace to receive Me and My
Word. You will receive so many countless hints which you should heed
and live up to and your heart will ever more easily surmount that which,
at the moment, still seems insurmountable to you. e feeling of longing
for Me is always a sign of My loving activi in you .... If it is to be satisﬁed
too then you must banish everything from your heart which has nothing to
do with love .... You must only nourish the sacred and pure feeling of love
within you and abhor every impure feeling, for it will merely increase your
distance from Me ....
Everyone lives his own life and is absorbed in his own point of view,
and thus everyone's nature has to be considered and taken into account,
consequently everyone has to endure his fellow man with tireless patience
and try to adapt to his nature; and if he cannot succeed in doing so he must
appeal to Me for My grace and help and he will receive the strength to rise
above himself, he will emerge victoriously from all minor tribulations of life
providing the love within him always keeps the upper hand. For I especially
put you into this sphere of activi so that you would mature and control
the weaknesses and faults residing in you. How much must you practice
becoming patient if you want to become worthy of My patience .... And
how much love you must give to your fellow men if you always want My
love to be present with you .... And therefore you should always be lovingly
united amongst yourselves, one should take loving care of the other, and
don't erect barriers between each other, for all these little temptations are
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merely the means to an end .... How can you become perfect if you don't
learn to overcome yourselves .... Remain in love if you want to remain in
Me; know yourselves, then you will also know Me and make yourselves
worthy of My blessing ....
Amen

BD 0721

received 25.12.1938

Only love recognises the Dei ....
Seekers of God ....
Only in love will you be able to recognise the Dei , and a tremendous urge
for truth will arise in you if you are lovingly active. God will reveal Himself
as Love Itself to people. Consequently, anyone who lives in the light of
truth must be embraced by love and ﬁt in with everything that is wanted by
God's love. Hence someone who fulﬁls the Lord's will and strives for ever
increasing perfection will, in a manner of speaking, base his every action
on God's love and thereby, having emerged from God, unite himself again
with the elementary Power of everything in existence, with divine love ....
All subsequent activi must therefore reinforce his inner strength of love.
Henceforth the human being will inevitably draw all spiritual strength to
himself which, in turn, will increase his will to love and stimulate him to
put it into action. For all strength of heaven and earth originating from the
love for God as the Love Itself will unite.
erefore, all God-seeking beings on earth will ﬁrst internalise themselves
such that they, through their acceptance of God's Word, which is the
outpouring of divine love, become capable of knowing God. And from this
realisation, love will emerge and continue to grow, and since God is Love
Itself, the search of an earthly being will truly not remain unsuccessful,
since the longing for God alone is already love, the human being is just
not conscious of it, because the Lord in His love takes hold of every being
looking for Him. If you want to understand this you should look around in
nature where a perpetual coming into being testiﬁes to the tireless creative
will .... to God's constantly vibrant activi of love .... Everything that
comes into being shall live in order to reach God .... and even if its path
is an inﬁnitely long and arduous one, the being will nevertheless have the
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ﬁnal opportuni of living in the ﬂesh as a human being, and this shall
result in his perfection providing his free will does not oppose divine will.
us, God's love will understandably take hold of the human being where
just the slightest will to advance becomes apparent, and the yearning of
anyone wishing to recognise God in his heart will truly not remain in
vain. And all spiritual forces will come together in order to intensi the
hitherto isolated strength through the inﬂux of spiritual strength from the
beyond, and thus a truly God-seeking person will never be prompted by the
feeling of his own weakness to abandon his plan, but his obvious constantly
renewed willpower will let him pursue the path of realisation and ﬁnally
lead him to the goal ....
Amen

BD 0722

received 25.12.1938

Grasping and discarding thoughts according to God's will ....
Fear of death ....
All thoughts ﬂowing to you are grasped by your will.
e true, Goddevoted will always eliminates that which is not intended to be written
down. erefore, you will only receive such proclamations which utterly
comply with God's will, yet partly only intended for you and partly given as
a pure doctrine to humani . e more diligently and devotedly you carry
out your work, which is intended to be a blessing for the human race, the
more worthy will you become of the grace to receive God's Word. For every
happening has a wise meaning with God .... He is incessantly at work to
open those earthly children's eyes who are still blind, for the Lord's love for
His living creations is inﬁnite. Anyone who entrusts himself to this love
is constantly protected by Him and carefully looked a er. Life oﬀers the
earthly children most diverse changes, but they only contribute towards
not forgetting their Creator. ey would like to spend their days on earth
without worry and not needing to fear an end for their body .... And thus
they only ever strive for material goods and gladly push any thoughts of
death far into the background. Even so, the former is detrimental for the
soul; death, however, becomes a thought of fear or unease as they grow
older ....
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And this is not in line with divine order. Anyone who bears his soul in
mind on earth will not be frightened by death, for he will only look at it as
a liberation of his soul and an entry into everlasting peace. e Creator is
simply and solely concerned with making the earthly child understand that
the earthly activi is only the smallest part of preserving the divine creation
and that the work of improving the soul is a person's most important task
on earth. Everything which helps to maintain the body and a good living
standard will sooner or later fall prey to transience, yet what a person
does for the salvation of his soul is everlasting, just as the soul itself is
everlasting. e soul can never cease to exist; however, it is of paramount
signiﬁcance in which condition, that is, in which state of light, it will enter
the beyond, because the respective state of light is the decisive factor as to
whether the soul will suﬀer or enjoy heavenly bliss. It is incredibly painful
for the soul to desire the light and having to do without it due to its own
fault. And then again, it will make the soul extremely happy if it is allowed
to enter the regions of light and thereby take part in the heavenly Father's
nearness ....
Amen

BD 0750

received 21.01.1939

`I Am the beginning of all things ....'
I Am the beginning of all things .... Take this to heart when you are moved
by the slightest doubt about the creation of everything you see around
and above yourselves. If My power is thus suﬃcient to call every life form
into being, what kind of strength would then be necessary to oppose this
creative will? An equally destructive will perhaps? .... In that case a second
Dei would have to be at work next to Me, whose expression of strength
would run contrary to My own activi . Anyone who imagines the Dei as
an imperfect Being can truly place many such gods next to this One, yet
he will not have the right kind of concept about the one true Dei , Which
has created everything and controls all. Anyone who wants to recognise
Me must believe .... and subordinate himself as a creation to the Creator
.... And he will become enlightened, and in this light he will see Me as the
Ruler of the universe .... He will realise that no opposing force is able to
counteract Me by working destructively where I Am creating.
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Only the physical transformation of the earth's surface has been le to the
human being's free will, so that people's creative urge, which I likewise
have placed into their hearts, can occupy itself. us they can more or less
act at their own discretion but they nevertheless will always have to recognise their own inadequacy and always be dependent on the omnipotence
of the Creator and the activi of natural forces and cannot oppose them
arbitrarily. us nothing is more understandable than wanting to ascertain the almigh Creator and yet nothing is more impossible .... Human
intellect is not suﬃcient by far to fathom Me in My full elementary power
.... and it will be even less possible to categorise Me, that is, to put My
Being and Becoming into any kind of form which seems acceptable to the
human mind. is is a hopeless undertaking which could never produce a
satisfactory result, for I was, I Am .... and I forever will be an inscrutable
Spirit Who harbours within Himself everything that can be found in the
entire universe .... to Whom creation is subordinate because it originated
from Him .... and Who is the beginning and the end of all things .... the
Spirit of Love from eterni to eterni ....
Amen

BD 0754

received 24.01.1939

ree years test of faith ....
Christiani ....
Every task involves a certain commitment and the earthly child should
always vigorously strive to meet this and not allow mediocri to creep in
since a work such as this demands great dedication and is too vast to be
likened to daily routine work. And thus you are advised to give all your will
and devotion to this work that it should not suﬀer any loss on account of
trivialities. And now begin:
It will take three complete years for Christiani as a whole to pass its test
of faith, to either become strong within itself or to completely abandon
its faith in Jesus Christ as Saviour of the world .... And during these three
years a clear separation will be distinctly noticeable because the world and
its followers endeavour to achieve a total separation from faith, whilst the
others unite ever more ﬁrmly and devote themselves ever more deeply to
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their Saviour and Redeemer. e latter ﬂock will be much smaller indeed
and for this reason great hardship must still aﬄict the world to save what
is not yet completely bound by Satan. e large communi of those who
deny the Lord are approaching a dreadful time. e Lord is without mercy
when His Words and advice are no longer heeded and are ridiculed and
laughed at. It is of vital importance to realise that time a er time the Lord
seeks to approach the human being with love and kindness and that He
meets ever more hardened hearts .... that His intention always concerns
the return of His fallen children and is not understood, thus leaving only
one way to so en their hearts, and all clemency and mercy would be in
vain, as these are ignored. Human beings can only return to their Creator
by way of much grief and distress, even then it has to come from the heart
because the Lord takes no notice of emp prayers, and a er that there will
be another separation which can yet deceive the ignorant in the ﬁnal hour.
A heartfelt sigh towards the Father of inﬁni suﬃces to deliver a child from
gravest peril .... But those who are not praying in spirit and in truth will call
in vain as their call cannot be heard; and thus there will not be many who
acknowledge their relationship with the Father in the last hour, but for the
few it will truly be a blessing ....
Amen

BD 0756

received 25.01.1939

Veneration of the virgin Mary ....
e birth of Christ ....
Jesus'life on earth required a normal birth. e Dei wanted to incarnate
Himself in the body of a human being on earth, consequently this body
had to have a natural origin .... it had to come forth from a woman's womb.
However, in Jesus'time everything extraordinary was quickly explained ....
as being in cohorts with the devil .... A natural explanation was certainly
searched for yet if it couldn't be found by simple means this very conclusion
suﬃced and thus gave countless people the reputation of being God-deserters. Judging by human standards Jesus'birth was likewise an act which
lacked all preconditions and, for this reason, the same explanation was
intended to be applied to a virgin which everyone knew to be exceptionally
devout.
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e extraordinary occurrences at the birth certainly struck many as strange,
yet most attached little importance to them. And so only a small circle
received the news about an extremely unusual kind of birth .... about the
awakening of a life which lacked all natural prerequisites and was therefore
an event caused by God's will and omnipotence. is was subsequently
exploited in a way that people used the ﬁgure of the mother Mary to create
a being which receives their veneration, devotion and love to such an extent
that it detracts the human being from his most important task on earth ....
to establish contact with the Lord and Saviour Himself .... is applies to
the exceptional demands for intercession as well as the illogical devotion
which lacks all justiﬁcation, for the mother of Jesus was chosen as a result
of her pie .... but by no means aware of the immense grace which was
bestowed upon her .... she was God's chosen servant and therefore only
God alone deserves the honour, for all beings are His work ....
Amen
received 28.01.1939

BD 0763
Fatherly Words ....
My name ....

All willing children carry Me in their hearts and search for My spirit
because their souls had recognised Me. And you, My child, will hear My
voice whenever you sacriﬁce your time to Me, and My work will not be
without success for you. e hours during which you fear that you lack the
necessary strength to do My work will diminish. Very soon you are given a
mission which you can easily carry out with My help. Your faith, love and
will become great because I Myself will be your reward .... and eagerly you
will strive for this.
My child, everything that shall be revealed to humani
hidden in your name:
Buße B-

through you is

ey shall atone

Erkennen E- acknowledge their origin
Rastlos R- work on their soul ceaselessly
Tätig T- be active with love.
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Horchen H- listen to the voice in their heart
Allen A- deny all worldly pleasures
Demütig D- humbly submit themselves to the Father in heaven
Um U- constantly pray for grace
Dienen D- serve the Creator of heaven and earth
Dienen D- serve their neighbour with love
Ehre E- and give Me, the Father in heaven, honour for all eterni
Understand that those who seek the world cannot ﬁnd Me but those who
look for Me I will meet and reveal Myself to .... Whoever surrenders to Me
shall possess Me, and whoever prays for My grace is in My grace, because to
truly understand My Word is My love's gi of grace .... So prepare yourself
to receive My gi as a sign of My love. Take care of your soul, My child,
acknowledge My love and make an eﬀort to feel the purest love for Me in
your heart because all impuri has to be removed from the heart in which
I shall live, since I only ﬁnd pleasure in pure love, in love which does not
demand and only gives itself .... which is willing to do everything in order
to serve .... Pure love is as precious as a jewel, it brightens its environment
with its light, it brings happiness and just wants to give at all times .... When
this love has taken possession of your heart you will accept Me in yourself
and keep My image in your heart, and this will be a supreme blessing for
you even while you are still living on earth. Whatever is destined for you
while My love takes care of you has yet to be hidden from you because you
achieve the degree of maturi only by constantly striving for My love. It
is to your advantage to call upon Me and My presence from the bottom of
your heart .... when you commit yourself to your Saviour in earnest prayer
.... I will appear .... unexpectedly .... and move into the abode that your love
prepares for Me and bring blissful happiness to those who believe in Me
and love Me .... I will not let My children, who give themselves to Me, live
in want and will reveal Myself to them at the right time ....
Amen
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received 29.01.1939

Last Supper ....
e motto of your life should be `To serve the Lord in all things will be
my constant endeavour ....'and His blessing will be with you wherever you
go. Now hear what is intended for you from the Father: e most holy
sacrament of the altar was given by God, but its meaning will have to
be understood wisely. You are now surrounded by a protective shield of
spiritual friends who will keep everything that is wrong and misguided at
bay, so that people may receive clariﬁcation through you about a question
which has become a frequent matter of dispute. Over a period of time
people's correct thinking had been inﬁltrated by an entirely wrong point
of view which caused further conﬂicts and divided opinions. Without ﬁrst
having asked for consent from the divine Lord and Saviour a directive was
issued which is contradicts the divine teaching.
e living portrayal of the Holy Communion is always the acceptance of
God's Word in one's heart .... Whoso eats My ﬂesh .... i.e. who receives My
Word with a hungry heart .... and drinks My blood .... i.e. who receives
the truth with My Word and lives by My Word entirely truthfully .... he
receives Me. And My Words ` is is My ﬂesh .... this is My blood ....'should
be understood in this sense: Just as the human being needs bread for
the well-being of his body, so the pure Word of God is needed for the
preservation of eternal life .... And just as wine will give strength to the
weak, so shall the truth from God strengthen the soul, providing it accepts
it. And when it is said that the bread and wine are transformed into My
ﬂesh and blood then the correct understanding of this should be that My
Word will bring Me Myself close to the person at the same time, if it is
complied with .... i.e. if it is eaten and drunk, and that, therefore, the human
being accepts Me Myself with My Word, because My Word teaches love,
and I Myself Am love ....
He who loves Me will sincerely accept Me in his heart and thus will be
ﬁlled at My table by My bread and My wine .... by the Word of truth
and life. e meaning was in fact understood correctly. However, it was
decided to ceremonially intensi the impression of My Words but then
greater signiﬁcance was given to the ceremony, so anyone not complying
with it was declared to have lost all blessing. And thus the formali
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was observed ﬁrst, but the deeper meaning became lost, Communion
increasingly became a formali , divine truth could no longer enter into
people's hearts. In contrast, the ceremony has been preserved to this day,
and the human being believes to have fulﬁlled his obligation suﬃciently
by approaching the Lord's altar with faith ....
But how can I take abode in a human being who has not changed himself
to love ﬁrst, who will not comply with My Word and keep My commandments? Anyone who wants to receive Me physically and spiritually and
carry Me in his heart has to eat My bread and drink My wine .... he has
to desire the bread of life as nourishment, which comes from heaven, and
he has to drink the wine, the living truth, which ﬂows to him who is
thirs . Only then will he eat My ﬂesh and drink My blood and he will live
eternally, because then he is in Me and I Am in him ....
Only in this and no other way should the Communion be understood which
I inaugurated with the said Words, but which you humans have interpreted
at your own discretion without recognising the deeper meaning of My
Words. e more eagerly you try to observe only the ceremony and the
more o en you merely externally receive My bread and My wine, the less I
will be present Myself, and thus you will not receive Me Myself but you will
only be close to Me in your imagination. Because I Am only present where
profound love for Me expresses itself by fulﬁlling My commandments and
living in accordance with My Word .... For he eats My ﬂesh and drinks My
blood who complies with My will and serves Me .... who bears witness to
Me before the word, he will truly be My disciple with whom I will take
communion and whom I will ﬁll, to whom I will give his share .... he will
be nourished by Me and receive the bread from heaven in all eterni ....
Amen
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received 31.01.1939

Love ....
Hate ....
Behold, My child, I come to meet with open arms those of you who want to
accept My gi s. Your heart's yearning will convey My love to you, My love
for you demonstrates itself in your desire for Me, and this will also be your
state in the beyond, you will constantly long for Me, and My love will grant
you fulﬁlment without end. Behold, I placed love into your heart so that
one day you should delight in beatitude when your love will be fulﬁlled.
But I also placed the opposite impulse into you because you can only attain
a state of beatitude by overcoming this impulse, and thus your endeavour
on earth should especially apply to the ﬁght against hate, the feeling of
intense animosi , for hate poisons your soul in a very destructive manner
.... hate destroys everything that is created by love ....
A person with a feeling of hate in his heart will never ever be able to
achieve perfection, for hate is part of evil a er all .... Hate is so disastrous
and so unspeakably depressing for the soul .... it is the worst e6il .... it is
the enemy of every good attitude .... it is a vice which quells everything
good and noble .... it is the origin of sin .... A heart having succumbed to
hatred is incapable of any noble feeling .... Where hatred rules no virtue
can be exercised. Humili , gentleness, forgiveness and mercy .... these are
completely alien concepts to a heart controlled by hate; for the person has
no knowledge of love at all, and this is necessary, a er all, if he wants to live
in a virtuous, good and God-pleasing way.
e appalling eﬀects of hate can be recognised by the person in the beyond
.... how it has distorted the soul of someone who was under the inﬂuence
of hate in his earthly life. If only people would consider that the opposing
power gains complete control over a hating earthly child so that it will ﬁnd
it ever more diﬃcult to withdraw from this power and its inﬂuence, that it
will also ﬁnd it ever more diﬃcult to ﬁnd its way back to love again, and
that such a person cannot be rescued by any other side unless he genuinely
strives to liberate himself from the power of evil. As long as he does not
withdraw from this inﬂuence with the ﬁrm intention to apply love it will be
extremely diﬃcult to become free. It is certainly understandable that the
human being is o en virtually pushed into a feeling of hate when he looks
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at and reviews other people's heartlessness and observes their injustice and
apparently successful conduct, but he always has to remember that there is a
God in heaven Who will repay every iniqui in due course .... He also has to
counter this with the fact that Jesus Christ even lovingly forgave those who
were to blame for His death, and that a feeling of revenge at no time got the
upper hand in Him, but full of love, He only ever responded to the earthly
children's conduct with understanding and compassion. Love should, a er
all, defeat hate, and therefore the children on earth likewise have to make
an eﬀort to stiﬂe the feeling of hate when it begins to arise in the human
being .... and only ever repay it with love even if the temptation to feel most
bitter hatred against the oppressors of people is too strong. Most people
err since they deem themselves extremely superior and believe that they
have to express their power over their subordinates in a very blatant way,
yet the individual should not respond with hate, instead he should resolve
to educate the other person with love.
He should ﬁrst consider his own soul which should be protected from the
danger of hate, its struggle is at times so dreadfully diﬃcult, yet overcoming
this most detrimental attribute for the soul will lead to perfection, for
then love will have triumphed over the opponent .... Hate will have been
rendered harmless and destroyed by the strength of love, and the soul
will be grateful for such eﬀort since it will have been released from bitter
anguish ....
Amen
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received 10.02.1939

Correct thinking ....
God's guidance ....
Stars ....
Someone who always practises love will soon reach that degree of perfection
which enables him to always recognise what is right and to remain entirely
within My will. Behold, my child, your every thought seeks what is right
and eﬀectively always remains in contact with the benevolent spiritual
world, for this takes hold of everything that desires Me. For this reason,
straying onto wrong paths and misunderstanding Me need not be feared.
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e best guarantee is always the heart's longing for Me, I protect every
child which directs its thoughts in willing love towards Me. I sharpen your
mind, I guide your soul, I let the voice of your heart speak to you and if
you pay heed to it you will do what is right at all times. And thus you
merge your mental knowledge with the spirit of truth, for you recognise
all proclamations by the fact that they will touch your heart benevolently.
You cannot receive anything wrong once the will is exclusively focussed on
the pure truth. I take you by your hand, and you can conﬁdently entrust
yourself to My guidance, I recognise your will .... and a heart which longs
for Me will soon distinguish Me clearly .... And it is My spirit which seeks
contact with Me, it is part of Me and therefore the spirit of truth. Let the
inﬁnite number of tiny stars in the sky testi to My power and glory ....
And then ask yourself whether the Creator of such magniﬁcence, Who
maintains the orbit of all celestial bodies, would be not be able to guide a
human child according to His will? .... And thus leave yourself conﬁdently
to My guidance and then watch which paths I let the children who love Me
travel ....
Amen
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received 12.02.1939

Jakob Böhme lecture .... Answer?
Let your spirit arise and listen to the Words from above: It is incredibly
foolish not to utilise the blessings of the Lord's gi s and thus to seek in
vain and to fumble about in the dark during this time on earth. A er all,
it is so extremely important to establish really heartfelt contact with the
Lord and Saviour, but this cannot happen if people do not become tangibly
and perceptively aware of the Lord's proximi . It is now intended to make
people understand that they should not seek the Lord in the distance, that
they should not look for him so far away from their heart; instead, He
will move increasingly closer to them the more tirelessly and sincerely they
strive towards moving closer to Him. Every time has its symptoms .... so
at the present time it is noteworthy that countless opportunities present
themselves to people through which light can be brought to the darkened
minds, and yet people's train of thoughts is an entirely internal one ....
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that is, they certainly desire what is right but don't seize it when it is
oﬀered to them, because it seems too easy to them and the human being
is unable to believe that the Lord turns to His children at all times and
with the same love. He who has ears to hear, let him hear .... But don't
desperately close yourselves in order to perceive sounds in the distance
when a delightful sound arises close to you, when the cornucopia of divine
love would like to shower you with an abundance of grace .... Grasp with
your heart what you have already intellectually ascertained and do not
worry that you might distance yourselves from the true knowledge. at
which has so far remained hidden from you, which you do not experience
ﬁrst-hand as yet, will gain you life .... you will only be guided into the real
truth if you surrender your opposition. For the Lord's gi shall universally
be understood and accepted so that you all will be enlightened and your
activi will also be richly blessed. And the more sincerely you unite with
the Lord the more alive you become .... only then will the spirit begin to
ﬂourish and look for new nourishment, and this will be oﬀered to you in
abundance, for it is the Lord's will that His children shall long for Him in
order to be able to lovingly take care of them. e Lord will advise you
to immerse yourselves in His light and His grace .... you shall be allowed
to draw from the eternal font .... you shall partake of the divine grace
and in the midst of the world stand on the mount of realisation and feel
comfortable in the divine Fatherly generosi . Whatever you desire, you
will possess in abundance, spiritual realisation and inner experience ....
nevertheless, that which today still slumbers in you lifelessly, must come
alive .... e divine spirit wants to be liberated, yet you keep it gagged as
long as you merely study rather than giving yourselves gladly and full of
love to the Father in heaven as His Own. Listen to His voice which coaxes
you and lovingly makes you understand how you can become His Own,
and your struggle on earth will not be in vain ....
Amen
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received 21.02.1939

Canonisation ....
Being so securely protected you will truly not run the risk to oﬀend against
divine will, because countless spiritual beings are making an eﬀort to
safeguard the success of this work and your spiritual well-being and thus
also guarantee their protection, so that you may receive what is spiritually
oﬀered to you, unimpeded and without hesitation. Many a question shall
still be answered for humani through you, many a problem shall be
resolved and many a doubt removed, and thus your devotion and diligent
work will constantly be required.
e more willingly and joyfully you
do this work, the easier it will be for the helpers in the beyond to make
themselves understood, and thus a message is intended for you today which
concerns a very controversial subject:
Canonisation is arousing the indignation of many a person, since it is,
from their point of view, an interference with divine law and divine judgment. But those who felt entitled and destined to establish a communi
of Saints have in fact assumed to possess a competence of judgment which
undoubtedly far surpasses human abilities. Because they will never be
knowledgeable enough .... to conduct such canonisation in complete lawfulness. What do people know of another person's inner life? .... Only God
can look into a person's heart, only He alone is able to measure the earthly
child's degree of love .... Only He can dispense in accordance with merit
and knows to judge the innermost nature, the maturi of soul ....
Hence people established an unlawful spiritual communi which as such
became the centre of admiration and prayers, which truly cannot have been
intended by the Heavenly Father, because it is more likely to result in the
earthly child's separation from the Father than in a heartfelt relationship
with Him. e human being no longer approaches the Heavenly Father
Himself in prayer but attempts to reach his goal through intercession, and
this will always hamper the right relationship with the Father. e spiritual
beings who take care of you are certainly always chosen by God for this
oﬃce, they also stand by you with all their spiritual strength, they guard and
protect you and are constantly concerned for your spiritual advancement;
however, it depends on God's will as to who is chosen for your protection,
because you humans would not have the right knowledge to decide whom
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to turn to in order to mature spiritually and to obtain the greatest beneﬁt
for the salvation of your soul. When people on earth presume to anticipate
the eternal Dei 's judgment, when they feel entitled to canonise or to
condemn, it is similar to an anticipation of divine Judgment .... it is a
supposedly irrefutable testimony of an honourable way of life which is
pleasing to God, the evidence of which, however, can never be produced by
a person ....
As long as he lives on earth the human being will err, and therefore his
judgment will not be irrefutable either. Anyone who outwardly portrays
himself to live in a God-pleasing way is very o en still far removed from
it within himself, and equally, a person passing by unnoticed in earthly
life will very o en be enlightened, with a pure inner life and a heart that
became love on earth. And so people should not wrongly assume a right to
which they are not entitled, because this canonisation is not beneﬁcial for
humani , rather it is misleading those who are seeking the truth ....
Amen
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received 02.03.1939

Divine guidance and direction ....
Spiritualism ....
Truth ....
Anyone who consciously turns to the Lord is in direct contact with the
spiritual forces and will not need to fear interference by unauthorised
powers. If you remain true in your heart to the divine Saviour, you will soon
spiritually rise above your surroundings and be able to accept spiritual
knowledge without interruption. And so you are requested to carefully
listen to the voice of your heart, which wants to proclaim what the Father
intends to give you. Every event happens with permission from above, yet
you do not always understand it. Nevertheless, people are oﬀered so many
opportunities to embark on the only path that leads to the goal. Where
the right kind of trust accompanies all events, their purpose will soon
become obvious to them .... Behold, the path is not as clear to everyone
that they would enter it without reservations, it must be pointed out to
them, and this can only happen though wise guidance and direction of all
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steps which, in turn, in the eyes of a person, happen again by coincidence.
However, if all of you remain in contact with the Lord, He Himself will
show you how important and beneﬁcial it is to utterly entrust yourselves
to His guidance .... how you only ever fulﬁl the Creator's wise plan if you
don't resist His instructions. One link of the chain glides into another, and
you are merely the Creator's visible implementers, He constantly works
through you on earth .... He attempts to awaken the human hearts and
introduce them to His actions of love. Consequently, you will take no
step without consideration, and only someone who entirely avoids God
withdraws himself from the divine Father's loving guidance. Yet all of you
who strive to fulﬁl His will are used by the Lord in order to save other souls
again and lead them towards the eternal light. erefore take note that you
should always entrust yourselves to the divine guidance without resistance
.... that you should let yourselves be impelled by the voice of your heart ....
Pay attention to every stirring which wants to direct you, always accept the
urging of your heart as a spiritual admonition and comply with this urge,
then you will at all times be willing helpers for the Lord's tireless act of
love for His children .... And now try to accept spiritual knowledge without
resistance, for a clariﬁcation needs to be given for a teaching interspersed
with errors, which can never have originated from the eternal Dei .
People have o en attempted to enter the spiritual bridge by spiritualistic
means, and this has always evoked objections by all believers and those
who want to believe without, however, having complete knowledge of
an area which hitherto was concealed from them. Present day spiritual
adversi considerably contributes towards the fact that people nevertheless
digress into this area in the hope of ﬁnding some kind of help from there.
Whatever the human being undertakes in order to ﬁnd the truth, purely
with the desire for this very truth, can never be sinful before God. is has
to be said for clariﬁcation to those people, who only want to look upon
all spiritualistic experiments as misconduct and transgression against the
divine will. People on earth are o en driven by the inner urge to ascertain
the truth, and the doctrines of the church do not oﬀer them enough
certain .... or, they love and hunger for the truth far too much as to
unhesitatingly accept something they do not consider suﬃciently reliable.
ey want to take the direct path, in a manner of speaking, they want
to draw from the source .... they also want to believe if the truth seems
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acceptable to them and this thirst for knowledge is not always only the
desire for something extraordinary .... It is not in connection with a worldly
purpose but merely intended for clariﬁcation, and therefore the activi of
such people thirsting for truth will never be wrong before God, i.e., it will
never be a sin. Whereas each similar attempt relating to worldly desires
.... which also includes contact with the dear departed, since this likewise
contributes towards a person's everyday happiness .... or which intends to
satis a sensational hunger, can never ﬁnd God's approval because then
.... please take note .... a purely spiritual exchange, which intends to guide
the earthly child into truth, cannot take place and because the connection
from the beyond to earth is only permitted to reveal the pure truth to the
earthly child if it proves itself worthy of the privilege. at the latter is the
ﬁrst prerequisite for spiritual contact from the beyond to earth is already
obvious by the fact that not each and everyone can establish contact with
the world of the beyond, and so, on account of the extraordinary danger
this poses to both the earthly child as well as the still immature spiritual
being, such connections must very seriously be warned against ....
Hence the partly correct point of view, that spiritualism very o en opens
the door to lower forces. erefore, all such connections must be refrained
from if the necessary spiritual maturi for it is non-existent and the will
to ﬁrst and foremost serve God and attain the truth is not exclusively the
reason for such a beginning. But how wrong people's point of view is to
reject all contact with the world of the beyond can be seen from the fact that
all spiritual beings have the power to express themselves, but that all these
expressions, whether good or evil, will only be perceived if the human
being wants to perceive .... that in each and every case the human being's
consent is a prerequisite .... in a manner of speaking, a certain willingness
for reception .... then every being will also be able to clearly express itself.
Admittedly, this does not happen in a way that a person receives tangible
or visible information from the spiritual being, instead, it will always take
eﬀect in the form of thoughts .... and so are the proclamations by beings in
the beyond within spiritual circles more or less thought transmissions from
these spiritual beings to people's minds. e person, as it were, willingly
accepts what is conveyed to him as his mental knowledge, and can shape
these proclamations according to his state of maturi .... With profound
desire for truth he will only be informed of absolute truth, because through
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his desire he will only attract the spirits of truth or, as it were, call upon
them for their tuition. And thus no oﬀence should ever be taken concerning
the reason for this work .... People must not claim the right to criticise what
God the Lord in His wisdom has permitted, because a human being with
profound love for truth appealed to the Father in Heaven for enlightenment
which, in turn, could only exhaustively be given to him in this way ....
Amen
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